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Aaron brings over a decade of experience to service your real 
estate needs. Committed to every stage of the acquisition, 
disposition and operational process, he works diligently to 
accomplish his client’s goals no matter the size of the transaction. 
With a particular focus on the analytical and technical aspects of 
the transaction he will being with the financial and physical 
assessment of the property, comparing it to current market 

conditions, and continue through due diligence and closing, breaking down the issues using 
his legal skills and experience to drive to the best outcome for the client. Providing 
brokerage services, Aaron utilizes constant business development practices to deliver results 
his client expect.  

Prior to forming Reimagine Real Estate, Aaron worked as the principal broker of two 
franchise real estate offices, overseeing hundreds of transactions each year, and 
approximately $100 million in sales annually. With exposure to such a variety of transactions, 
Aaron has nearly seen it all, giving him a broad spectrum to draw from giving his clients the 
best advice in nearly every situation. 

When Aaron is not working, he spends his free time racing sailboats on Lake Minnetonka 
and in the Apostle Islands on Lake Superior. He also enjoys a good round of golf, and 
spending time with his family. Aaron also spends time working to develop the next 
generation of leaders through his involvement in the Horizons leadership development 
program through Sigma Chi Fraternity. 

reimagine: re•imag•ine – to imagine again or anew; especially: to form a new conception 
of: re-create. (Merriam-Webster dictionary) 

Reimagine Real Estate is a full-service boutique real estate firm focused on “Where you live”. 
We specialize in residential real estate brokerage, apartment brokerage and property 
management. Our team-based relationship-focused approach to each real estate 
assignment ensures our clients receive the best experience; whether they are a first-time 
homebuyer, a seasoned apartment investor, or one of our residents. We operate throughout 
the Twin Cities metro area. Our company was founded on the basic principle that the client’s 
best interest must always be put first. Our approach is simple, we provide the needed expert 
assistance for improving your investment operations, marketing your property, appropriate 
valuation when pricing your property and keen negotiation skills during the transaction. 

There has grown up in the minds of certain groups in this country the notion that because a man or corporation has 
made a profit out of the public for a number of years, the government and the courts are charged with the duty of 
guaranteeing such profit in the future, even in the face of changing circumstances and contrary to public interest. This 
strange doctrine is not supported by statute nor common law. Neither individuals nor corporations have any right to 
come into court and ask that the clock of history be stopped, or turned back. o Life Line, 1939 - Robert Heinlein 


